WMH Valued at $7,500,000: Cree Sandefur

Estimated value of the White Memorial Hospital complex is approximately $7,500,000, according to Cree Sandefur, Southern California Conference president. In a release to the newspapers this week, Elder Sandefur said, "It is felt that this training affiliation will add strength to the excellence of such care at the White Memorial Hospital and to the educational opportunities through Los Angeles University." He added that "the White Memorial Hospital will continue its history of excellent medical care.

The church president stated that the clinic, "is a major health care facility in Los Angeles," will receive major improvements and a reorganization for better service under the new administration. We consider this clinic one of the great opportunities for service to the community," Elder Sandefur emphasized that the hospital is a part of Los Angeles University, the White Memorial Hospital has been a part of the Seventh-day Adventist Church. The transfer involves assigning operation of the hospital and the church to another agency of the same church organization and will not in any way disrupt the hospital's health services, he said.

The Conference operates medical facilities at Glendale Sanitarium and Ventura Hospital, a home for senior citizens. A new hospital to be operated by the church unit will be constructed soon in Glendale, California.

The Loma Linda University Board of Counsellors met during the Fall Council meetings to discuss the development of the University. They are (seated, left to right) Miss Lynne Crew, secretary to W. L. Unterseher; Harold S. Campbell, vice chairman, of Bethlehem, Pa.; Jerry L. Pettis, chairman, of Phoenix, Ariz.; second row; Fred Lorento of Fresco, Calif.; J. D. Price of Arlington, Va.; Robert Nissen, MD, Seattle; W. D. Harman, Los Angeles; J. R. Fuqua, of Houston, Texas; N. D. Miller, Los Angeles; N. C., John Latimer, Durham, N. C.; D. L. McKee, College Park, Md.; T. J. Graybill, Md.; Elwood Calf, Calif., in third row; W. L. Unterseher, Tahama Park, Md.; Don Lowershie, Edina Gillie, Fl; A. C. Hayton, San Bernardino, Calif.; Daniel Coggins, DDS, Corpus Christi, Texas; Fred Sherman, DDS, Los Angeles, Mich.; Harold Cross, Tuscon, Mass., and J. D. Calkins, Loma Linda Foundation. See University SCOPE, sixth issue, for story on the Counsellors.

Heubach Speaks

At Mental Health Meeting in Ohio

Paul Heubach, professor of applied theology at Loma Linda University, attended meetings of the Institute on Mental Health for Seventh-day Adventists students at Hurley Hospital, Washington, Ohio. The meetings were October 21 to 23.

SCOPE's Special

The University SCOPE will be available at the special introductory rate of $1 only until November 9, 1963, according to the managing editor. After that date the regular price of $2 per year will be a year's subscription of the weekly Loma Linda University newspaper.

Those who paid $2 for a year's subscription during this promotion campaign will have their subscription extended.

Elder FD Nichol Challenges Students to New Evaluation

University students were challenged to a more realistic evaluation of their role in life by the editor of the Church's official organ at last week's convention. The speaker, Francis D. Nichol of Review and Herald, emphasized the responsibility which the students of this institution have to their church and humanity.

"If you are going to help justifiably, you must know the enormous expenditure to be made here," said the executive editor, "you should stand up exactly in estimation for the basic concepts that brought this school into existence."

Elder Nichol, who attended school here in a 13x17 foot tent in 1905, made this theme the University's justification for existence.

Interim Board: 'White', Glendale, Conference, LLU

The interim board will consist of five members representing the University and the Conference. They are Alvin G. Mundie, conference secretary, and Robert L. Cone, vice president for business affairs, for the University; and President Anderson and Robert L. Swanson, MD, associate president of Adventist Hospitals, for the Conference.

The trustees action calls for a plan of affiliation between the hospital and the University. The affiliation agreement as detailed at the Council states:

1. The University recognizes the right of the church to the profession of medicine and to the White Memorial Hospital and to itself as an affiliation entering the residency program.

2. The University recognizes the advantages to the White Memorial Hospital and to itself as an affiliation entering the residency program.

3. The University broadly defines affiliation as an addition to the hospital with such educational programs as the two institutions may agree to operate at the "White," and at recognition by the University of the programs which now commonly accepted academic and professional standards.

P. D. Nichol Challenges Students to New Evaluation

If we seek only to educate a group of brilliant young scientists," he said, "it wouldn't vote additional millions for the school, because we already have schools that will do that. If human White's appeal was for something beyond that.

"This school in a monument to certain beliefs and convictions, certain assumptions with regard to man, for man is the object of all our attention," the speaker outlined the three major assumptions upon which the University is built.

The belief that life is more than atoms and protoplasm, and the belief that life is more than the body and the mind, that man is more than animals and protagonist, and that his objectives should be..."
On Common Goals

"How can the University afford to give away its Los Angeles campus?"

This was the question of one faculty member on hearing of the Fall Council action transferring by means of a grant deed the White Memorial Hospital to the Southern California Conference. The question deserves a thoughtful answer based on the realization that the Southern California Conference is committed to giving something more than the facility and equipment, i.e. guidance and support. It may, therefore, be said that Loma Linda University and members of the Southern California Conference are both investing in an effort designed to provide Christian health services to the people of Los Angeles. And, as the Fall Council action is observed, this joint effort will facilitate and promote a strong program continuing educational and training activities at the White Memorial Hospital.

The action in Washington should lead to a re-discovery of the fact that the people of Los Angeles and of Southern California are united in the pursuit of common goals.

The matter of ownership or management is not so important as the underlying reasons for this action. Generally we have nothing to fear—the Southern California Conference has demonstrated its administrative ability in the development and operation of the Glenoak Sanitarium and Hospital. Its leaders are dedicated to the same ideals that motivate the University.

The University gladly welcomes the people of the Southern California Conference as they join in the carrying out of a vital and exciting mission. The leaders of many of these people have, by taking advantage of the estate planning service, made provision for their own family security and greatly improved their tax situation.

It should be gratifying to the University family to know that its development and activities over the past months has moved into high gear. The scores of estates which are being placed with this institution indicate the promise of the future.

Dr. Jack Provonsens Presents Talks

Dr. Jack W. Provonsen, associate professor of obstetrics and gynecology at Loma Linda University, is attending a workshop at Walla Walla College, Walla Walla, Washington. He is presenting three discussions: two on "The Relationship of Religion and the Mind" and the other on "Questions for Medical Science". Recently, Dr. Provonsen spoke at the Sabbath morning church service and was in charge of an afternoon panel discussion at the Walla Walla College annual retreat, Cedar Falls.

Increase of Gifts to LLU

The estate planning program of Loma Linda University is becoming increasingly popular with alumni and other friends who take seriously the stewardship of their possessions. They are expressing the analogous satisfaction to those donors to place their holdings in this institution which represents such an important world-wide medical and mission work.

Cash funds or their equivalent in property securities and other assets transferred by the University during the month of September represent a cash value of $378,847. This is the largest amount received by the University from this source in any single month in its history.

It is interesting to note in looking back over the estate gifts of the last year and a half that they vary in size from $500 to $500,000. Of this amount $990,567 in cash funds have been given to date to Loma Linda University by supporters who are not members of the Seventh-day Adventist Church.

The basic plans used by the University in estate planning agreements with these friends of the University are the four types, i.e. (1) the gift, (2) the annuity and (3) the life income agreement.

In addition to the satisfaction of supporting the University and help in the development of the Loma Linda campus shows that landscaping the University, an educational institution operated by the General Conference. Guided by mutually acceptable principles, they may have potluck suppers with us for many years to come.

The next few steps must be to settle papers with beneficiaries and ask the county to aid in developing the park and then do our best to maintain it. Such a park would be a true setting for good community relations.

Now a number of University officials have indicated their interest in making land available for a park project. We feel that this is a step in the right direction.

Parks have been called "city lungs." It is a fitting term not only because a park excludes dust and asphalt and other marks of an all-subdividing civilization. The overwhelming majority of people have the opportunity to breathe in a natural environment. It is significant, too, that students of community development have observed that individuals and families are drawn by such facilities as parks, libraries, schools and other cultural elements.

A park not only provides an atmosphere of beauty for the pleasure and recreation of those who live near it; in the final analysis it is a facility through which a community extends the opportunity to its visitors as well as its own people.

We cannot hope to invite to our homes the thousands of guests that drop by our churches, the University, for the local business establishments. Neither can a one-person team such as that of Mrs. Gerald A. Mitchell ever hope to educate and influence our community and its visitors. (Mrs. Mitchell has been the community hostess for some time and is to be commended for the fine work she has been doing.)

We like our visitors to feel at home here, to find a table in a nice little park where they may have potluck suppers with us or where they may find a slide for the children or a friendly bench. . . .

The next few steps must be to settle in writing agreements with these friends of the University, many of these people have, by taking advantage of the estate planning service, made provision for their own family security and greatly improved their tax situation.

The action in Washington should lead to a re-discovery of the fact that the people of Los Angeles and of Southern California are united in the pursuit of common goals.

We cannot hope to invite to our homes the thousands of guests that drop by our churches, the University, for the local business establishments. Neither can a one-person team such as that of Mrs. Gerald A. Mitchell ever hope to educate and influence our community and its visitors. (Mrs. Mitchell has been the community hostess for some time and}
The Wasco Story Shows Impact Of LLU Alumni on Community

A Special Report By Oliver Jacques

Five Loma Linda University alumni have made a remarkable contribution to progress and the general welfare in Wasco, Calif., where I represented the University and its work last week.

This unpretentious farming center twenty miles northwest of inland Bakersfield benefited from our alumni in a most unexpected manner.

It began when Drs. Glenn Hallock, William C. Barnett, and William Seibly, all specialists in medical community affairs and, like their number of ways.

FIRST IT'S HOMECOMING DAY for Baby. As he leaves the White Memorial Hospital and Clinic, parents are eager to take full responsibility for the small bundle. He is representative of some 2500 babies of which 1200 were born at the University Hospital in the past year.
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Insurance

Sidney Rittenhouse Jr., Insurance Counselor

- Free counseling on any insurance problem
- Stop by the office at any time
- Call us for an appointment in your home

Your LOCAL office takes better care of

Your LOCAL needs

Real Estate

Last your property with us for IMMEDIATE action.

5 salesmen to help you.

Loma Linda Realty and Insurance

The friendly office that

COVERS

the Loma Linda area

PHONE: 322-3049

Loma Linda, Calif.

FEATURED THIS WEEK: Generous terms available for this beautiful home.

Wenigers Have

Alaska Guest

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Weniger, residents of Loma Linda's Almira neighborhood, recently hosted the Honorable James Parsons, member of the California State Senate, and his family as representatives. Also a recent visitor was Aleta Fletcher, chief librarian at Almira High School, Lompoc, California.

PT Students Awarded

The Vocational Rehabilitation administration has awarded $2,354 to boys and girls in the school of Physical Therapy, according to Joanne Fisher, secretary. Awards have been tened to the administration's Department of Education, Health and Welfare.

Students receiving trainee

ships under this program are far

Dr. Don Reynolds, Pat Ens-

sions and other club activities.

Therapy curriculum, reports a

work in the department of medicine.

He shared his ideas with School of Medicine

an important role in achieving this goal by relating the applications of teaching and re-

search programs.

The class selected Stanley

Dr. Reynolds says that patient care and teaching are two of the most

search and that university hos-

important to be class sponsor.

education, to be class sponsor.

The Vocations Rehabilitation

for the settlement of a number of

in the department of medicine,

He favors the placing of such research units in the framework of a depart-

ment of medicine.

The revealed interest and

enthusiasm in discussing the problems and solutions for medical consolidation. He was invited to Loma Linda University by Dean John K. Petersen, M.D., head of the Family Medicine. 

LLU Cafeteria

Makes Changes

After Survey

A recent menu preference survey

by Loma Linda University cafeteria resulted in some excellent suggestions. One says Mrs. Jim Brown, University food service dietitian. The pre-

for preference, the students rated the most popular items in this manner: 

Some suggestions have been heeded. The cafeteria's new menu is open on Friday from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. for those who find its fruit in season is now available. The cafeteria is open for meals, and the special menu items have been posted. The menu has more variety and new ideas.

More popular items appear on the menu more often. An attempt is being made to increase the "serve" efficiency.

The survey showed that the large number of complaints re-

"Serve" will do its best to continue improving service and menus.

Dr. Donald Reynolds, assistant professor of occupational therapy, has been invited to serve as a consultant for the study of the occupational therapy curriculum, reports a class spokesman.

The University occupational therapy classes had their fall semester on October 17. Students were joined by faculty members for a day of hikes, mountain climbing, swimming and badminton.

Satisfaction is measured and tired feet attest to the fact that the occu-

occupational therapy students and faculty members had enjoyed the many activities.

The theme was set for last week so that the regular period, October 17, could be spent in painting and reeducating the building of the Occupational Therapy Curriculum, reports a class spokesman.

The Fall Week of Devotion, bringing with it a time of introspection and re-evaluation, begins October 28 on the campuses of Loma Linda University.

In Loma Linda

John C. Coggeshall, president of the Southeastern California Conference of the University, on the theme of "Let Us Praise Famous Men. The Church at the Campus.

The Fall Week of Devotion will follow all morning meetings, which will be "in season" with the Fall Festival. Meetings will be held from 7:30 to 9:30 a.m. every morning.

In Los Angeles

Speaker on the Los Angeles campus will be Don Reynolds, pastor of the White City Church. His theme will be "In Search of the Hungry." Meetings will be held in the Whitmore Chapel from 7:30 to 9:15 p.m. and from 6:30 to 7:15 p.m. daily.

Elder Osborn

Elder Osborn is a native of Washington, D.C., where he was graduated, and later Washington-Moravian Theological Seminary and Northwest Adventist Theological Seminary. The Seminary is located in Glenside, Pa., and founded in 1836.

OSBORN©S TOPICS


The University Choir will sing "Pondering God," "The Inevitable Security," "Wood Without Wax," "The Righteous Shall Prosper," "The Secret of Fiddle" and "The Splendor and Glories of Heaven." Members of the Loma Linda campus will be Don Reynolds, chairman; Patrick H. Hicks, vice chairman; George Vandeman, was in charge of publicity; David Maxwell, Frank A. Moran and Norman C. Trigg.

The engagement of Philip and Mary Strong, both of the Loma Linda campus, will be announced by the administration.

The class organization meeting, according to Mrs. Bettie Rich, who is representing the class, will be held on the Southern California Conference.

It will provide an opportunity for the "Phil Writing" program when its speaker, Dr. Donald Reynolds, will be in Los Angeles. He also has been engaged by the organization committee of the Southern California Conference.

The semester topics will provide an opportunity for the "Phil Writing" program when its speaker, Dr. Donald Reynolds, will be in Los Angeles. He also has been engaged by the organization committee of the Southern California Conference.


Officers Added

To the Kelindha Club

Members of the Kelindha Club on the Loma Linda campus, according to DeEtta Ettensen, president, those elected were Pat Ens, Karen Cary, Marjorie Howard, and Lonnie Lorenz. Officers of the club are in weekly meetings and other club activities.

VOCA TIONS TOPICS
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A Loma Linda University faculty member has started a Bible lecture series. He is Pastor Shelly Kanaan, guest instructor in the Division of Public Health. Elder Kanaan will give eight lectures each Friday and Sunday at 7:15 pm, until November 17.

His meetings are in the KP Hall, 213 Main Street. Lectures will be "The Return of Jesus," "The Orange Mother," "Is Heaven a Real Place?" "Faith in Eden," "What is Jesus Doing Now?" "The Time of the Judgment," "Beyond the Grave," and "Hey! Where Is It?"

Elder Kanaan says that those who attend eight lectures will receive a Bible. The meetings will feature the Loma Linda Union Academy Girls Sextette.

University Printing Service Lauded For Its United Fund

Personnel in the University Printing Service were lauded Wednesday day by Jerry Pettis, general chairman for the University’s annual United Fund appeal. According to Mr. Pettis, the Printing service reports 100 percent participation with an average per capita gift of $15.60.

Dr. Lloyd Baum.

"Give Paper on Daniel"

Elder G. Clyde Bergman, SM©54.

"The Good Shephard in Glendale," he said, "is the only way that most of us identify ourselves with the good Shepherd." He told the story of the good Shepherd and the lost sheep which explains the importance of the United Fund, its use in rather small cash contributions, and the many good things accomplished under the payroll deduction plan. "This is the only way that most of us identify ourselves with the good Shepherd," he said, "and the way we act becomes an expression of who we are in the collective sense of the institution of the United Fund." He is covering this appeal with the San Bernardino welfare clinic during the second week of the school year. They are invited to come to Catalina Island for a graduation in the briny deep.

The Welfare Clinic continues.

A record-breaking 107 patients were served at the School of Dentistry welfare clinic during the second week of the school year. They were treated by 111 students and residents, labor of love that has been reached as yet. They may see dentists, hygienists, and college Bible teachers, a meeting of the Arizona Conference Medical-Ministerial Fellowship, Prescott, Arizona, Dr. Maxwell delivered seven addresses.

A Loma Linda University welfare clinic is now underway, said Mr. Foust, welfare clinic coordinator. He is teaching the class and assisting by nine alumni who assisted in the welfare clinic during the second week of the school year. They are invited to come to Catalina Island for a graduation in the briny deep.

And he returns to the safety of dry land, said McGiff, swimming pool manager at the University pool, will teach classes in scuba diving, this story.

First Volume Published of Dr. Horn's Seminary Studies

Volume one of the new Andrews University Seminary Studies is now available, according to Dr. A. Graham Maxwell, director of the Division of Religion at Loma Linda University, who has been appointed by the General Conference to a committee to study problems in the book of Daniel. He is presently working with the committee at Andrews University, preaching special Bible lectures, and present a paper, "The Interpretation of Daniel 8:14."

He will be the speaker for the Fall Week of Prayer to be October 26 to November 2 at Union College, Lincoln, Nebraska.

Furthermore, Dr. Maxwell attended a meeting of the ministerial conference, also at Andrews University. The committee met to work out a program leading to the bachelor of divinity degree and to the United Church degree for college Bible teachers, also at Andrews University. He attended a meeting of the Arizona Conference Medical-Ministerial Fellowship, Prescott, Arizona, Dr. Maxwell delivered seven addresses.

Eight Up Take Scuba Diving

Scuba diving classes began at the University swimming pool this week, on the eighth night of Fall term, for diving instruction that will lead them to Catalina Island for a graduation in the briny deep.

For McCrill, pool manager, said that the class is still open and is not contraband as it was reached as yet. They may see dentists, hygienists, and college Bible teachers, a meeting of the Arizona Conference Medical-Ministerial Fellowship, Prescott, Arizona, Dr. Maxwell delivered seven addresses.
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TENSE MOMENTS PASS SWIFTLY in the White Memorial Hospital operating room where every second is weighed against those surrounding the table. And in the waiting room anxious relatives pace the floor, knowing that all depends upon the skilled hands and quick thinking of the people behind the masks. Established in 1918, the hospital has 308 beds and 54 bassinets. Admissions in a year are over 12,000. Average outpatient visits are more than 131,000 in the half hundred clinics within the Clinic.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE

WM Transfer

4. Affiliation covering nursing, dietetics, medical technology and radiologic technology shall be under the direction of the respective dean or director, and operated according to contracts or agreements entered into by the two institutions.

5. The affiliation covering the residencies shall be coordinated by an educational director appointed by the Board of Trustees of the White Memorial Hospital. The appointment of said director to be approved by the president of the University according to University policy, including concurrence of the dean of the school in which the faculty connection is to be.

6. Recommendations concerning residency education and training related to the affiliation, having the approval of the hospital administration, shall likewise pass from the educational director to the vice president for academic affairs.

7. New faculty appointments in the educational programs in medicine shall pass from the educational director to the vice president for academic affairs for processing according to University policy, including concurrence of the dean of the school in which the faculty connection is to be.

8. Recommendations concerning residency education and training related to the affiliation, having the approval of the hospital administration, shall likewise pass from the educational director to the vice president for academic affairs for processing according to University policy.

9. A description of the affiliation of the White Memorial Hospital with the University shall appear in the official publications of both institutions.

Operation of Schools at 'White Memorial'

The Trustees also agreed that the School of Nursing, the School of Nutrition and Dietetics, the curriculum of Radiologic Technology and the School of Medical Technology continue to use the facilities of the White Memorial Hospital.

The clinical training program for the School of Medicine seniors will continue at "White Memorial" until phased out.

"It is understood," the Trustees stated, "that similar arrangements are to be made with the Los Angeles campus."

The Trustees stated that signed contracts for a division of specific responsibilities will be drawn up by appropriate joint committees and presented to the respective boards for approval.

Buildings Needed for Teaching Program

The Trustees voted that all the school departments and offices be consolidated in one or two buildings such as the Comstock building or similar buildings near the White Memorial Hospital, according to Trustee action, teaching and hospital expenses on the Los Angeles campus will be separated.

It is understood that if the University were to use any buildings on the six and a half block area, a mutually agreeable rental rate will be worked out between the University and the Hospital.

Operation of Clinic to Be Reorganized

In order to give the new hospital administration time to reorganize the clinic on the basis of handling the patient load with residents and interns, the Trustees took the following action:

January 1, 1964, is the date for the end of work in the clinic for all departments with exception of pediatrics and dietetics. This pertains to the use of undergraduate students in the clinic with the understanding that minor adjustments to this schedule can be made by the respective administrations.

Professional Medical Building on Option

It was agreed that the new board be given the option of purchasing the professional-medical building from the Loma Linda Foundation at a negotiated price in order to control the future relationship of the tenancy to the hospital.

Library Books to be Transferred to LLU

The Trustees observed that the majority of the library located in the Los Angeles campus are the property of the School of Medicine and therefore must be transferred with the School of Medicine.

It was voted that duplicate books, which there are a number that should be left at the White Memorial library for the interns and residents training program.

It was also agreed that the University leave such other books as are necessary for the nurse’s training and the medical technology training program as sponsored by the University. The library may continue on the Los Angeles campus.

In other actions the Trustees decided that:

* the White Memorial Hospital administration work out a rental basis for the urban office quarters.

* the University Placement Service move to Loma Linda as soon as this can be worked out and that a rental arrangement be worked out with the respective organizations for the use of these present quarters until the new is finalized.

* the White Memorial residence be utilized by the University for nursing and dietetic students and that a satisfactory rental agreement be worked out by the University before the number of rental buildings etc. during the time of use.

* the hospital and research equipment that is being primarily for patient care will remain in the hospital, and all other research equipment will be moved at the option of Loma Linda University.

* the animal research laboratory equipment in the White Memorial Research Center of the hospital will be classified as medical equipment of the University and the University will retain the rights to that equipment.

General Conference Hears Decision

The action by the Trustees to make the transfer of White Memorial Hospital to Southern California Conference by grant deed was taken in counsel with the General Conference at the Fall Council.

This concluded the transfer of the 50-bed, 54 bassinet hospital to the Conference, adding a second large hospital to its administration. The Conference has since in 1955 purchased and operated the 298 bed Glendale Evangelical Hospital at Glendale, California.

LL Men Enroll in Andrews U’s Calif. Classes

Ten Loma Linda residents have enrolled in the California Baptist University Schools of Theological Seminary, Andrews University. They are: Harold Baltz Jr., Harley Boon, Wilmer Chapman, Reginald Mattson, Weldon Mattson, John Michalak, Fred Morgan, Stanley Peterson, Samuel Schmidt and John Worley.

The ten represent the faculties of Loma Linda University, Loma Linda Academy and the pastorate of the Hill and University churches. They are among the more than 100 students from the Southern and Southeastern California conferences who have enrolled in the schools, according to Dr. Charles E. Weigel, administrative officer and director, vice president and dean of the School of Graduate Studies, Andrews University.

Classes in Old Testament are taught by Dr. Robert Horn, professor of archaeology and history of ancient Near East at Andrews University, and Dr. Charles E. Weigel, professor of history, La Serra College.

The White Memorial Hospital heart team has made a name for the hospital, not only at the Los Angeles campus but throughout the world. The recent tour of Pakistan and other Asiatic countries by the Los Angeles campus but throughout the world. The recent tour of Pakistan and other Asiatic countries by the point by the Board of Trustees of the White Memorial Hospital.
ELDER NICHOL SPEAKS
more than feeding a block of program and acquiring material things. The mind has a powerful part to play in health. It must be taken into account in all studies and attitudes. Religion plays a very large part in health. "These assumptions hold up the whole structure of the University and justify this foundation," he said. "The painting years have provided increasing status to these convictions. Elder Nichols proceeded to cite three recent developments during which the concept was made real with the University is based and are being recognized now as real by the medical world. The first in the cataloging of a new term: psychosomatic medicine. Next is the birth of a new branch: psychosomatic psychiatry - practiced by psychiatrists trained in both disciplines. The third is the organization of the Academy of Heart Mission and Medical Health, a learned group of 3000, including the elite of the religious world, is the second recent development, Elder Nichols told the student body. "The Academy is proof of the validity of our whole position," he said.

Thirdly, a new department was recently set up by the American Medical Association: the department of religion and medicine. According to conservative estimates, the speaker stated, 50 percent of all patients suffer from the vicissitudes of life rather than from physical ailments.

"They suffer from a fracture of personality and a collapse of spirit. But you can't administer religion with a hypodermic," he said. "Our degree of worth is measured by our convictions; the speaker concluded, as he threw out the challenge to Loma Linda University students to be the proof of their connection with the University, "Today we are very respectable in scientific eyes."

Friday, October 25
HILL CHURCH - Choir rehearsal; 6:30 p.m. - Baptismal class, primary room: 7 p.m. - Linda Hall Academy Youth MV, LA, choir presenting trip to Southern Methodist with pictures: 7:30 p.m.

UNIVERSITY CHURCH-Chancel choir rehearsal; 6:30 p.m. - Medical Evangelism Seminar, Dr. Mervyn G. Hardinge, "The Call of the Medical Missionary," Cather Hall 7:30 p.m. - MV meeting, Dr. Mervyn G. Hardinge, "Chapel choir rehearsal" 9 p.m.

WHITE MEMORIAL CHURCH - Campus Fellowship, fourth and last in a series on the Ecumenical Movement, "Universal Symbol of Christianity": 8 p.m.

Saturday, October 26
HILL CHURCH - Hour of worship, Pastor W.A. Chapman, "Those Busy Angels": 8:35 and 10:45 a.m. - 20-40 Fellowship Party, Linda Hall: 8 p.m.

UNIVERSITY CHURCH - Hour of worship, Pastor Charles W. Teel, "Our God Is Able": 8:15 and 10:35 a.m.

WHITE MEMORIAL CHURCH - Bible message in Narthen: 9:30 a.m. - Hour of worship, Pastor Donald C. Bogden, "Your Marriage: The Fifteen Minutes that Will Make B or Break It": 10:45 a.m.

Sunday, October 27
HILL CHURCH - 46-40 Fellowship Chinese dinner, Linda Hall: 6 p.m.

LA SERRA COLLEGE - "The Hovards of Virginia," Hale Memorial Auditorium: 8 p.m.

COMMITTEE MEETINGS School of Medicine alumni executive meeting, LcA, 2:30 p.m. - Portland Sanitarium internship program, LA, faculty rooms A and B: 3:30 p.m.

Monday, October 28
FALL WEEK OF DEVOTION - October 28 to November 2, Loma Linda campus, Pastor J. Schor, first prize; and Peter G. Sendroy, third prize in first competition, "Proverbs." The winners are (standing l.r.) Donald D. Jeffries of Loma Linda University, third prize winner; Marvin Carter of USC, second prize, Los Angeles; and Martin Trotzow, Medical College of Virginia, first prize, all in second category. (Seated, 1st row) are Warren F. Emery Jr., University of Pennsylvania, second prize; Robert D. Snider, first prize; and Peter C. Sendroy, third prize in first category. - Special photo.

Dr. Hardinge Will Speak In Med Evangelism Series
Dr. Mervyn Hardinge will speak on "The Call of the Medical Missionary" October 26 in Elder Hall, Linda Hall, 7:30 p.m. The meeting will be the first in a series sponsored by the Division of Religion staff member of Loma Linda University. Professor Hardinge, who is well acquainted with the university, will speak on the day of the dedication of the new building.

The meeting will be open to all students and faculty and staff of the university, and all interested are invited. The series is being planned by the Division of Religion, and is part of the program of the med evangelism series.

Tuesday, October 27
HILL CHURCH - Hour of worship, Pastor Dr. E. H. Horne, "Archaeological Discoveries": 7:45 p.m.

UNIVERSITY CHURCH - Intermediate boys' choir rehearsal: 3:30 p.m. - Young people's handbell choir rehearsal: 6:30 p.m.

WHITE MEMORIAL CHURCH - Olsert Chapel's mid-week devotion, Ernest Perry, "The Life of Christ": 7 p.m.

Thursday, October 31
School of Nursing faculty committee meeting, LL: 3:45 p.m. - University Church intermediate girls' choir rehearsal: 3:30 p.m.

SEVENER AUTOMOTIVE
Loma Linda's COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE CENTER
- Prompt dependable service
- Tune-up
- Brake adjustment
- Engine overhaul
- Complete body & paint department

Looking A LOT - A HOME - AN APARTMENT?

WE HAVE THEM
E. J. MILLER DEVELOPMENT CO.
Loma Linda Calif.
More news notes to the Loma Linda University School of Dentistry Alumni Association show that alumni take an active interest in church and civic activities as well as in their work.

ERLAND H. HENDRICKSON, ’61, and his wife, Carol, of Aztec, New Mexico, have a new nephew, Lee, born September 22.

VERNON A. HOLYKOE, ’92, Segovia, California, is a member of the Segovia Chamber of Commerce, the Dental Society Speakers Bureau, the American Society of Dentistry for Children, the San Fernando Valley Athletic Club, and a member of the newly organized Civitan Club.

M. LUKE KOLPACKOFF, ’63, practices in San Diego, California, where he is associated with Dr. Louis Bishop until a new office is built. He and his wife, Evelyn, live in Poway, California, where they have their church membership. He works part time at the San Diego Children’s Dental Health Center.

B. MARCUE LANG, ’57, is a church elder, Sabbath school teacher and school board member in Redding, California, where he lives and has his office. JOSEPH ISAIAH KOKALUKO, ’58, and wife, Mildred, live in Joppatowne, Virginia. He is dental secretary of the Pontotoc Conference of Seventh-Day Adventists, holds a church and a member of the newly organized Civil Servant’s Union.

JOSEPH ISAIAH KOKALUKO, ’58, and wife, Mildred, live in Joppatowne, Virginia. He is dental secretary of the Pontotoc Conference of Seventh-Day Adventists, holds a church and a member of the newly organized Civil Servant’s Union.

JOSEPH ISAIAH KOKALUKO, ’58, and wife, Mildred, live in Joppatowne, Virginia. He is dental secretary of the Pontotoc Conference of Seventh-Day Adventists, holds a church and a member of the newly organized Civil Servant’s Union.
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JOSEPH ISAIAH KOKALUKO, ’58, and wife, Mildred, live in Joppatowne, Virginia. He is dental secretary of the Pontotoc Conference of Seventh-Day Adventists, holds a church and a member of the newly organized Civil Servant’s Union.

JOSEPH ISAIAH KOKALUKO, ’58, and wife, Mildred, live in Joppatowne, Virginia. He is dental secretary of the Pontotoc Conference of Seventh-Day Adventists, holds a church and a member of the newly organized Civil Servant’s Union.
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